
The Quin Spitfire is an aggressive full-face street helmet Inspired by the famous WWII British fighter plane of the
same name, a legendary example of design and engineering. The Spitfire has bold, yet refined exterior lines,

with a simple and e!ective design. The Quin Spitfire is perfect for a short sprint through twisty roads, or a long day’s 
journey with its clear exterior shield and a dropdown, UV dark smoke sun visor. Equipped with our fully integrated 
Bluetooth® and IntelliQuin smart safety technology system that makes Quin Helmets the first helmet manufacturer 
to o!er integrated Crash Detection and an SOS Beacon should riders need it. This helmet is ECE and DOT certified 

and is o!ered in two luxe-matte finishes with luxurious, color-matched quilt stitched lining available in sizes 
XS* / S / M / L / XL / XXL.
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The SPITFIRE helmet

* XS sizes available in Late Spring

Sizes Rosso Nero



SHELL

SHIELD

COLOR  OPTIONS :

The Spitfire Nero uses an exterior shell constructed 
of thermoplastic and polyester, a material blend o!ers 
substantial weight savings and creates an outer shell that is 
incredibly strong but maintains the flexibility to absorb and 
disperse impact energy. The helmet’s interior utilizes a dual-
density lightweight polystyrene liner featuring patented
ConeHead™ construction to create an expansive crush zone 
to absorb direct and rotational impacts
to the helmet.

Quick Release Mounting System
Scratch Resistant Hard Coating 
Drop-Down Internal Sun Visor
Anti-fog shield lock position

COMFORT
Lightweight and Balanced
Color-Matched Quilted Lining
Removable and Washable interiors
Breathable
Chin Curtain
Anti-Fog Breath Deflector
Integrated Bluetooth System

TECH SAFETY
Bluetooth 4.0
Integrated Bluetooth® Communication System
Crash Detection 
SOS Beacon 
Quin Ride Companion App
Micro USB Charging Port

Multi-Density EPS
Patented Conehead™ Technology
Quick Release, Micro-Ratchet Chin Strap

CERTIFICATION

quin SPITFIRE | FULL FACE HELMET
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WEIGHT 3.3 ± 0.15 lb, 1,510 ± 68 g  | SIZES XS > XXL

Rosso Nero
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VENTILATION
Quin designed the aerodynamic ventilation
system to maximize airflow, but also to reduce wind 
noise, whether opened or closed, giving you the ability 
to stay cool without severely impacting the audio quality 
of the Bluetooth sound system. The helmet features 
dual intakes at the chin and crown for optimum cooling. 

The helmet comes with a UV clear visor, and a UV dropdown, 
dark-smoke internal sun visor. The sun visor is easily operat-
ed with a thumb or finger by an exterior lever that has an up 
position camber lock, so it does not accidentally dropdown. 
The interior also features a luxurious color-matched, quilt 
stitch liner, and removable - washable cheek pads, interior 
lining, and a mechanical ratchet strap.  

INTERIOR


